secretive by nature

a Montana woodland hideaway

			

You’ll find it

				

under a canopy of towering pines,

Nestled deep on the densely timbered southern edge of the expansive 37,000-acre
Paws Up Ranch, the green o is a hidden gem designed for adults searching for the
perfect blend of adventure and serenity. Staying true to our Montana roots, we’ve

			

created 12 secluded Haus accommodations that give you the ultimate in privacy while
surrounding you in nature. This isn’t just a luxury resort. This is a place where breathtaking

				
				

					

views meet thrilling outdoor adventures—a place where your soul and spirit can wander.

but only if you know precisely

where to look.

stay

four exquisite haus designs

tree haus

b e a m o n g t h e t r e e s.

Elevated 15 feet in the air, the Tree Haus offers two stories of living
space. Ascend a spiral staircase to your master bedroom suite.
Floor-to-ceiling windows give you the perfect vantage for admiring
the forest. Two separate decks provide foliage-level views of the
surrounding wilderness. Though it feels like you’re floating in the
clouds, the Tree Haus’s earthly delights include a ground-level hot tub.

Rendering may not fully reflect final Haus design.

tree haus
features & amenities
°

A two-story elevated design with floor-to-ceiling windows

°

An expansive living room with fireplace

°

A second-floor master suite with king-size bed, fireplace, half bathroom
and 70-sf deck

°

A master bathroom with double vanity, shower and large soaking tub

°

An ultramodern eco-kitchen with in-drawer refrigeration and freezer,
sink and coffeemaker

°

A 340-sf first-floor deck

°

Use of your personal Lexus luxury SUV for the duration of your stay

Of the 12 accommodations to choose from, four are Tree Hauses.

indoor living space

first-floor deck

second-floor deck

1,030 sf

340 sf

70 sf
Renderings may not fully reflect final Haus design.

round haus

picturesque at every angle

The stylish Round Haus gives you license to wander. Its edgy design
is a result of its curves. Both its living room and bedroom offer
180-degree window views, placing guests right in the center of the
forest. Head to its rooftop deck for stargazing. Up there, you might also
spot deer, elk or a bald eagle taking flight. Closer to earth, you can get
acquainted with small animals as they scurry about foraging for food.

Rendering may not fully reflect final Haus design.

round haus
features & amenities
°

A stylish, curvilinear design with floor-to-ceiling windows

°

An expansive living room with fireplace

°

A master bedroom with king-size bed and fireplace

°

A large en suite bathroom with double vanity, shower and soaking tub

An ultramodern eco-kitchen with in-drawer refrigeration and freezer,
sink and coffeemaker
A
355-sf rooftop deck
°
°

°

A 412-sf deck with hot tub and fireplace

°

Use of your personal Lexus luxury SUV for the duration of your stay

Of the 12 accommodations to choose from, three are Round Hauses.

indoor living space

exterior deck

rooftop deck

918 sf

412 sf

355 sf
Renderings may not fully reflect final Haus design.

green haus

s e e w h a t b l o s s o m s h e r e.

Breathe in the fresh, pine-scented air. The Green Haus features
a living roof—a garden exploding with native grasses—turning
its rooftop deck into a meadow-like perch. A skylight above the
bed will have you gazing at constellations all through the night. A
pitched ceiling creates a large atrium over the glass-encased living
room. This nature-inspired Haus brings romance to the wilderness.

Rendering may not fully reflect final Haus design.

green haus
features & amenities
°

A nature-inspired design with floor-to-ceiling windows

°

A glass-encased living room with atrium and fireplace

°

A master bedroom with king-size bed and skylight

°

A large en suite bathroom with double vanity, shower and soaking tub

°

An ultramodern eco-kitchen with in-drawer refrigeration and freezer,
sink and coffeemaker

°

A 311-sf rooftop deck

°

A 724-sf deck with hot tub

°

Use of your personal Lexus luxury SUV for the duration of your stay

Of the 12 accommodations to choose from, four are Green Hauses.

indoor living space

exterior deck

rooftop deck

880 sf

724 sf

311 sf
Renderings may not fully reflect final Haus design.

light haus

f a l l a s l e e p w i t h t h e s t a r s.

Ignite your sense of wonder with a stay in the Light Haus. The
bump-out windows let the stars shine through the branches and
into your bedroom. Pine foliage provides privacy while you soak
in your hot tub on the inviting outdoor deck. With two glowing
fireplaces, the Light Haus will warm your heart. Roast a few s’mores,
then fall asleep in the moonlight. Each night is simply dreamy.

Rendering may not fully reflect final Haus design.

light haus
features & amenities
°

A glass-pavilion-like design with floor-to-ceiling windows

°

An expansive living room plus dining area

°

A master bedroom with king-size bed, fireplace and soaring windows

°

A large en suite bathroom with double vanity, shower and soaking tub

°

An ultramodern eco-kitchen with in-drawer refrigeration and freezer,
sink and coffeemaker

°

An 830-sf deck with hot tub and fireplace

°

Use of your personal Lexus luxury SUV for the duration of your stay

Of the 12 accommodations to choose from, one is a Light Haus.

indoor living space

exterior deck

1,080 sf

830 sf
Renderings may not fully reflect final Haus design.

experiences

become intimate with a sense of adventure.

equestrian experiences
Galloping through a meadow over sagebrush and grasses is perhaps the most
quintessentially Montana activity you can do. At the green o, you’ll also wind along the
edge of the Blackfoot River, amble through a forest of towering pines and crest Rocky
Mountain foothills. But don’t stop there. the green o is home to one of the most impressive
and expansive equestrian programs in North America, which means the variety of equine
activities seems to go on and on forever.
arena lessons / cattle drives / Cow Croquet / equine obstacle courses / Horse Whispering 101 and 201 / Horsepower: Where Mustangs and Mindfulness Coexist /
the Morning Jingle / team penning / trail rides / wagon and carriage rides / wagon team driving lessons

fly-fishing
It’s a quiet, meditative sport that puts you in close touch with the river and its
meandering rhythms. Whether you’re trying fly-fishing for the first time or ready to
take your skills to the next level, the green o is the ideal place to learn, with epic
stretches of the world-renowned Blackfoot River right here on property, plus several
others within a short drive. On a boat perfectly suited for two, you’ll find brown,
cutthroat and rainbow trout, as well as other native species.
casting lessons / guided fly-fishing excursions / guided fly-fishing on property / pond fishing

trail adventures
If you feel like you’re just spinning your wheels, you may actually be having the time of your
life at the green o. Zooming through mud puddles, plowing over boulders and zipping quietly
through the forest are some of our favorite Montana adventures. Ride up into the foothills to
see the glorious vistas. Take a joyride through Montana’s best preserved ghost town. The trails
are yours to enjoy, whether it’s just you and your significant other or a big group of friends.

ATV ranch tours / the Bone Rattler™ Bike Park / downhill mountain biking / fat tire electric bike tours

shooting sports
Aim for a great day together. At the green o, you can use a bow and arrow to
shoot at 3D targets that look just like local Montana animals or challenge
everyone in your group to see who prevails on our scenic 10-station sporting
clays installation. Sharpshooters can also hone their skills at our Old West .22
Rifle Range. Or see if you can survive in a high-octane game of paintball. We
like to have fun in Montana, and sometimes that means a little target practice.
archery / Old West .22 Rifle Range / paintball / sporting clays

climbing pursuits
Things could get rocky with you and your friends, but only in the best possible
way. With 37,000 acres of pristine Montana wilderness to explore, you’ll find
adventures that challenge your body and mind. Try the Sky Line™ Aerial Adventure
Park, a high-ropes course that’ll push the boundaries of your comfort zone. Or, for
a particularly spine-tingling experience, go rappelling from the very spot where
Meriwether Lewis once stood, admiring the view. Looking down is part of the fun.
rappelling / the Sky Line™ Aerial Adventure Park

river and lake activities
Go ahead and get your feet wet. The Island Lodge at Salmon Lake offers everything
from jet skiing, kayaking, sailing and swimming to wakeboarding, waterskiing and
sunset pontoon boat tours. For tubing, a water trampoline, stand up paddleboards
and sea kayaks, there’s also the Lake House at Seeley Lake. Not to be outdone,
the nearby rivers pour on adventures like canoeing and rafting. There’s more
water in Montana than you think. And it’s more inviting than you can imagine.
Alberton Gorge whitewater rafting / Blackfoot River float trips and kayaking / Clearwater River canoe trips / the Island Lodge at Salmon Lake / the Lake House at Seeley Lake

adventures in flight
There’s one bucket-list item that soars above the rest: seeing Montana from
way up high. The air is so clean and clear you can see for a hundred miles, from
the Swan Range and the Bob Marshall Wilderness to the Garnet Mountains and
beyond. You might spy dozens of elk scamper across the meadow. Or watch as
a golden eagle does a flyby. They’re spectacular sights, whether you’re riding
in the basket of a hot air balloon or gazing down from a private helicopter tour.
helicopter tours / hot air ballooning

winter experiences

snow packed with adventure

winter trail adventures
Imagine shrieking with glee at top speed as you zoom across the frozen tundra. With
three types of snowmobile tours, the green o becomes a special paradise for thrillseekers. Fat tire electric bike tours are equally exhilarating, with quiet engines that
let you enjoy the sights and sounds of the pristine, white Montana landscape. Or try
getting pulled behind a team of huskies. To slow down, the green o offers snowshoeing,
a romantic way to take a long walk on a quiet winter morning, alone with the trees.

dogsledding / fat tire electric bike tours / snowmobile tours / snowshoeing

fresh powder activities
There’s no need to choose between an exhilarating ski trip and a rejuvenating winter getaway.
Only 45 minutes away lies Montana’s premier downhill skiing and snowboarding resort,
Snowbowl, featuring 2,600 vertical feet of terrain. Of course, just outside your door are countless
unparalleled (yet oh-so-parallel) trails for cross-country skiing. Your guide will lead the way
as you glide under a canopy of conifers freshly dusted in white. Or, to really get your heart
pounding, give skijoring a try. You can also pay a visit to the all-new Blast Mountain Tubing and Ice
Skating Park just a few miles down the road, with three thrill-packed tubing runs to choose from.

cross-country skiing / downhill skiing and snowboarding / skijoring / snow tubing

wellness

get reacquainted with mind, body and spirit.

spa, yoga and fitness
At the center of the green o’s spa and fitness program lies a collection of tents, stitched together
by an ambling boardwalk. And in this calming setting, you’ll discover a menu of services
ranging from couple’s massages to purifying mineral mud wraps. You’ll also have the option
to develop posture, breathing, balance and flexibility with Buti, Hatha or Vinyasa yoga or build
your strength, stability and stamina with GlideBarre classes. If that’s not your thing, you can
get inspired while achieving your personal best in the Huff-and-Puff Fitness Center, equipped
with the latest machines. However you define a better self, we’ll help you achieve your goals.

social haus

theater for the hungry

dynamic and innovative cuisine
Dining at the green o is a singular culinary experience. The Social Haus
restaurant, bar and lounge—exclusive to green o guests—is just a short walk
from each Haus. Take in the sights and smells as you watch chefs prepare
nourishing meals for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Dine on creative and
healthy dishes made with a rich variety of seasonal ingredients. Gather and
enjoy craft cocktails and fine wines—inside, yet in the middle of the forest.

executive chef brandon cunningham

“I like an approach of small, thoughtful plates curated
almost to the person.”
Not surprisingly, the green o’s executive chef was well on
his way to stardom in foodie-centric Portland, Oregon,
when he was convinced to bring his skills to Montana.
He credits his tenures with live-fire legend Chef Jason
French at Ned Ludd, pasta guru Chef Matt Sigler at
Renata and El Bulli veteran Chef Sunny Jin at The
Resort at Paws Up for his diverse culinary background.
At the green o, Cunningham sees a “juxtaposition of
elegant presentations with primitive live-fire cooking.”

live-fire cooking
Taking full advantage of our Western heritage, the green o showcases an
open kitchen centered on live-fire cooking. Dramatic flames kiss ranchraised meats and grill them to juicy, fall-off-the-bone perfection. Expect
tangy sauces and lip-smacking spice rubs. This is so much more than
your typical barbecue; it’s theater for the hungry, sustenance for the soul.

our story

it’s a Montana tale.

how it began

named for an early rancher
On land that was a patchwork of homesteads, fields and woods,
a scion by the name of Paul Greenough established a ranch here
in about 1915. His father was a wealthy businessman in the mining
and timber industries, but Greenough wanted to be a rancher.
After acquiring the original 3,800 acres, he stocked herds of
sheep, cattle and horses. A man with a well-known sense of
humor, Greenough decided to brand his sheep by painting them
with a big green “O.” Years later, the town of Greenough was
named in his honor.

In 1997, the current owners purchased the land and expanded
the property to a total of 37,000 deeded and leased acres.
It’s now a working cattle and bison ranch, as well as the
home of two resorts, The Resort at Paws Up and the green o.

follow the trail to discover The Resort at Paws Up.

an experience for the taking
Sharing such an expansive swath of land with Paws Up means
that guests at the green o enjoy the very best of both worlds:
seclusion and access. With more than 100 miles of trails and a
10-mile stretch of a legendary river, visitors can choose from
50+ engaging outdoor adventures, more than any other resort
in North America. There’s also the Island Lodge at Salmon Lake,
available for partial and full-day excursions.

What’s more, the green o taps into a world of exciting yearround events: food and wine weekends that attract James
Beard Award-winning talent, intimate live musical performances,
workshops that let you explore new passions and a whole series
of demonstrations with world-renowned cookbook authors.
Guests will also discover Paws Up’s dining options and its friendly
bar and restaurants located just beyond the green o’s gates.

your guide, at a glance

countless activities and adventures
the green o’s 37,000-acre property, with more than 100 miles of
trails and a 10-mile stretch of the Blackfoot River, along with 1.5
million acres of the nearby Bob Marshall Wilderness Area combine
to make this part of Montana the ultimate outdoor playground.
Saddle up for a definitive horseback riding adventure, take your
best shot on a world-class sporting clays course, experience
Montana fly-fishing with an expert guide or kick up some dust
on an ATV tour. Plus, there’s boating, hiking, kayaking, mountain
biking, rafting, rappelling and more.

experiential dining
At the center of the green o is a freestanding private restaurant
(the Social Haus), including a lounge, a dining space, an open
kitchen and panoramic views of the unspoiled forest. With menus
that change frequently, sometimes daily, the green o chefs serve
small, shareable plates with nourishing entrees and artful desserts.
Meals are focused around creative and healthy ingredients and
include a rich variety of seasonal favorites.

thoughtful sustainability

room rates

the green o was designed to help guests celebrate the scenic
beauty and flora and fauna of the Montana timberland. To save
the natural beauty of the surrounding forest, planners identified
sites that would accommodate the construction of each
Haus without cutting down trees or disturbing the land. Other
sustainability initiatives include construction methods that raised
each Tree Haus off the natural forest floor, living roofs on Green
Haus buildings, rooftop decks to showcase the surrounding forest
canopy, a restaurant with ranch-to-table dining and living roof, a
limit on gas vehicles allowed on property, lighted walking trails,
mountain bikes provided upon request for guests and special
eco-friendly lighting systems.

A stay at the green o is all-inclusive. Guests enjoy three meals
per day for two adults plus a $300 Stay and Play credit per
couple per night available to be applied to activities, excursions
or spa services. There are snacks and other amenities available
in each Haus, as well. A 20% resort fee per night covers lodging
services, airport transfers, use of a Lexus luxury SUV, meal
plan gratuities and staff gratuities, allowing guests wallet-free
convenience. There’s also an 8% state lodging tax added to the
nightly room rate.

getting around
Transportation to and from Missoula International Airport is
complimentary, and transportation around the green o property
is easy. Guests have access to mountain bikes, and wandering
is encouraged. For spur-of-the-moment access to The Resort at
Paws Up, a Lexus NX is always available. Guests simply park in
the nearby lot and either take a leisurely walk to their Haus or
hitch a ride with Guest Services on an electric cart. It’s a serene
setting, carefully preserved.

Each Haus is provided with a
sleek Lexus NX, making it easy for
guests to get to all the activities

wi-fi
Cell service is available throughout the entire Paws Up Ranch,
and all green o Haus accommodations feature complimentary
Wi-Fi. Guests are welcome to log on anytime, but they may not
choose to.

and adventures awaiting them on
the Paws Up Ranch.

intimate events
the green o offers an assortment of intimate events exclusive to
the property throughout the year catering to a variety of interests
from food and wine to music and art. An ever-changing calendar
can be found at thegreeno.com.

For those ready to explore this more intimate side of Montana, reservations can be made by calling 877-251-2841.
Further information is available by visiting thegreeno.com.

getting here

easy to find, if you know where to look

welcome to Greenough, Montana

nonstop flights to Missoula

Cook Shack

The Yard

Served by several large airlines, Missoula International Airport
(MSO) features direct, daily flights from a number of cities
year-round. There are also one-stop flights from most major
hubs, including Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Las Vegas,
Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Oakland, Phoenix, Portland, Salt Lake
City, San Francisco and Seattle. For the ultimate in convenience,
private jet service into and out of MSO is available, as well.

Wilderness Outpost
Bull Barn

Meadow
Homes

R

retreat into nature in a matter of minutes.
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Located in the Blackfoot River Valley of western Montana, the
green o lies at the southern edge of the expansive 37,000-acre
Paws Up Ranch, in the quiet township of Greenough. Although it’s
remote, the green o is just a 35-minute transport from Missoula
International Airport (MSO).

BOB MARSHALL
WILDERNESS
COMPLEX

Wilderness
Estates
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the green o and The Resort at Paws Up.
Two resorts intertwined. Each a part of the Paws Up Collection.
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Round-trip transportation between the airport and the green o
is included in all room rates, as is all on-property transportation.

4069 Backcountry Road I Greenough, MT 59823 I 877-251-2841 I info@thegreeno.com I thegreeno.com
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